Dear MULTIPLEX fans,
A warm welcome to the October 2016 edition of the newsletter. At the tail end
of the Summer, when we are all resigning ourselves to the cosy warmth of the
modelling workshop, we have two new software updates which are available at
no charge. For those chilly Autumnal days there’s nothing better than a
catalogue to flip through, and the new MULTIPLEX catalogue will be available on
28.10.16. We hope you enjoy thumbing through it!

New MULTIPLEX catalogue available on 28.10.16!

The new MULTIPLEX catalogue is in A4 format, and displays the broad world of
the MULTIPLEX brands: M-LINK, ELAPOR, HiTEC, ROXXY, POWER PEAK, and
much more. In its pages you will find everything to do with modelling, including
accessories and small items, innovatory products from Germany, hints and tips,
plus the whole set of official team clothing for 2016.
The catalogue will be released to coincide with the Faszination Modellbau model
fair in Friedrichshafen. It will be available at the MULTIPLEX stand, so why not
drop by and pick up your copy? If you can’t make it to Friedrichshafen, ask your
local model shop for your free copy of the MULTIPLEX catalogue.

New software
PROFI TX Software V3.34

We are delighted to be able to offer a new, free software update which enhances
the already extraordinary performance of your PROFI TX console transmitter
with a range of further improvements. The new software contains many
additional functions, including twelve flight phases, nine-point servo curves, a
new “WINGSTABI” model template, and much more. Download the update using
MULTIPLEX Launcher.

ROYAL SX Update V3.55

Update 3.55 for the ROYAL SX in German, English and French is available right
now. Download the software using MULTIPLEX Launcher.

New instructions

COCKPIT SX 7/9 instructions V1.20

The new COCKPIT SX instructions V1.20 are available with immediate effect as a
Download.

Product of the month
HiTEC AURORA 9X

The Aurora 9X is a nine-channel radio control system with a backlit touch-screen
and multi-lingual software as standard. Outstanding features of this transmitter
include a frame rate of just 7 ms and ultra-fine resolution of 4096 steps.
Additional features are dynamically selectable switches and a technologically
advanced programming system with dual processors for lightning-fast response.
The transmitter implements the SLT 2.4 GHz transmission protocol (Secure Link
Technology), which enables you to control other makes of model with the unit.
HiTEC / MULTIPLEX team pilot Wolfgang Krahofer uses the Aurora 9X to fly his
gigantic aerobatic machine, and has been extremely successful with it. He
regularly ascends the podium at international competitions, such as the
European Acro Cup.

Picture of the month

Rock'n'roll with MPX team pilot Jeremias Hartmann. Many thanks for this
fantastic picture!
Aircraft: Krill Extra 330SC, 41%, 3.1 m, 21 kg
Servos: 14 x Hitec HS-7990 MHV, 2 x HS 7954 SH, 2 x HS-5070 MH
RX: 2 x RX-12 DR-PRO M-LINK
TX: PROFI TX M-LINK
Batteries: 2 x 2S Roxxy 4000 mAh for receiver, 1 x 2S 1800 mAh for ignition
To the MPX picture of the month gallery

Rendezvous with MULTIPLEX / HiTEC
Faszination Modellbau Friedrichshafen

Why not pay us a visit at the Autumn model fair at
Friedrichshafen: find us at stand 1418 in hall A3.

Fair draw with Gernot Bruckmann
Every day at 3 pm a draw will be held for an EXTRA 330
SC kit, worth € 199.90. The model was designed by
Gernot Bruckmann and bears his personal signature.
Gernot will also be present at the fair in person.

Magazine reviews

WINGSTABI software V1.2.8
“The WINGSTABI is a sophisticated gyro system, and its wealth of features
actually makes a full computer transmitter redundant. (…) The new software
1.2.8 provides a substantial expansion to the unit’s functionality, and is also
more clearly arranged for the benefit of the user. The high-quality aluminium
case and integral M-LINK dual receiver are clear indications of the unit’s high
standard of quality. The 35 A dual power supply in the new 12-channel and 16channel versions is an important plus when operators of large models are
considering a purchase.”
PROP 3/2016

WINGSTABI RX-9-DR M-LINK
“Programmable gyro system of the highest class.”
MRA 10/2016

EXTRA 330SC designed by Gernot Bruckmann
“The machine is capable of every aerobatic manoeuvre you could possibly
imagine, but at the same time flies the classic aerobatic schedule equally well.”
FMT 10/2016

COCKPIT SX 1.20 software
“This update makes the transmitter even better.”
RC Pilot 9/2016

FunCub XL + POWER MULTIlight
“This semi-scale high-wing aircraft can be given an even more realistic
appearance by installing a suitable lighting system. The Power MULTIlight
module from MULTIPLEX is the ideal candidate, as it makes it quick and easy to
illuminate the model effectively.”
Modellflieger 5/2016

Power MULTIlight
“The LEDs are enormously powerful, with the result that they are clearly visible
even in daylight. Superb quality for a reasonable outlay!”
MRA 10/2016

EXTRA 330 SC designed by Gernot Bruckmann
Presentation / Press review
Modell-Aviator Online

EXTRA 330 SC designed by Gernot Bruckmann
Unboxing video
Maja Kürfluege

Video reviews by Modellpilot.EU
Video presentation of the new WINGSTABI 12/16
New COCKPIT SX 7/9 software, product presentation video
MULTIPLEX EXTRA 330 SC designed by Gernot Bruckmann
Video interview with Gernot Bruckmann
PROFI TX 16 Master Edition MULTIPLEX video review

Great successes for MPX / HiTEC team pilots
MULTIPLEX dominates German Championships for large-scale
models

This year’s German Championships for large-scale models were held at Bad
Wörishofen over the period 09 - 11.09.2016, and MULTIPLEX totally swept the
board. In the Expert class Thomas Höchsmann won the title ahead of Martin
Erhard, while Harald Behringer took top spot in the Sport class, followed by
Dominik Grebe and Markus Kellerer. That means that five of the six podium
places went to Multiplex team pilots! In the Europa Star Cup Martin also
managed second place in the final annual assessment. What’s more, Martin and
Albert Erhard were awarded the silver performance badge from the DMFV
(German Model Flyers’ Association). A great conclusion to their competition
season.
All of them flew their models using the Profi TX radio control system and Hitec
servos.

EAC Unlimited Champion 2016

Werner Kohlberger takes the 2016 European Acro Cup title with his PROFI TX
and HiTEC servos.

First place in the Trophée Caroline Aigle

Sincere congratulations to Philippe Gey on his victory in the freestyle section,
flying his Paritech Fox, equipped with HiTEC servos and MULTIPLEX M-LINK
transmission technology: PROFI TX 16 transmitter, 2 x RX-12-DR compact
receivers, and HiTEC HSB-9370 and 9380 brushless servos.

Victory in the Bayern Cup for aero-tow

On 3 September Markus Kellerer and Dominik Grebe achieved top place in the
Bayern Cup for aero-towing using their MULTIPLEX M-LINK radio control
systems. The event was held at Oberhausen.

First place in the F3F Welsh Cup

MULTIPLEX team pilot Álvaro Silgado took top honours in the F3F Welsh Open
competition with his PROFI TX. The event comprised thirteen rounds spread out
over three days of racing at three different slopes, and the Spanish pilot battled
his way to victory against fifty other participants.

German Champion - F3AW

Congratulations to Nils Brückner for gaining the title of German Champion using
MULTIPLEX M-LINK and HiTEC servos!

Successful year for Jeremias Hartmann

MULTIPLEX team pilot Jeremias Hartmann can look back on an extremely
successful competition year in 2016.
Overall annual victor, F3AX Deutschland Cup
Vice-champion, European Acro Cup intermediate
“Thanks for your great support throughout the year,” said Jeremias.

Triple winner Winfried Ott and the ROYAL SX

Over the weekend of 24 - 25.09.2016 a ‘friendly’ international contest was held

at Tragöß in Austria. The participants had travelled to the event from the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia and Germany, with the intention of
matching their skills against their Austrian colleagues in fair competition. In
brilliant sunshine everyone had great fun in their mutual hobby. Here are the
results:
1st place, FSR-V 3.5 cc Winfried Ott with Multiplex Royal SX and Multiplex /
Hitec servos, plus telemetry, GPS and motor speed
1st place, FSR-V 7.5 cc Winfried Ott with Multiplex Royal SX and Hitec servos,
plus telemetry, GPS and motor speed
1st place, FSR-V 27 cc Winfried Ott with Multiplex Royal and Hitec servos, plus
telemetry, GPS and motor speed

Double MPX victory at the racing boat regatta in France

At the recent racing boat regatta held in France the MULTIPLEX team pilots
Sebastien Videmont and Alexander Koklanakis managed to take first and second
places.
“As ever, my equipment never faltered once. The simple fact that I do not even
need to think about my radio control system is simply fantastic, and at the same
time reassuring. Thanks for everything.” Those were the words of Alexander
Koklanakis, who was delighted to win second place.

Adam Drake wins again with the HiTEC LYNX 4S

The final round of the Pro-Line Jackpot Series in the USA was won by Adam
Drake.

Double victory at the Swiss Championships

HiTEC team driver Melanie Trottmann was victorious at the Swiss
championships, winning the finals in the RC-Car Big Scale and 4WD classes.
“Radio control system worked perfectly :-)”, as the delighted double winner told
us. Her equipment: HiTEC LYNX 4S radio control system and HiTEC HSB
brushless servos.
Our warmest congratulations!! MULTIPLEX M-LINK and HiTEC - systems
for winners!
With all best wishes
Team MULTIPLEX
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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